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~n Any prior information an experimenter has should be incorporated into the 
(D 
I design of further experiments. Assume such information is expressed as 
El probabilities that each parameter of the full factorial model is i~onzero. 
This report develops optimal design procedures by posing the experimental 
design problem as a finite decision problem. Bayes and mini-max design 
strategies are then derived and their application illustrated. Tlae major 
computational step is the evaluation of all possible matching5 of physical. 
variables to the abstract variables of all potential designs. B e  teebnique 
of telescoping sequences of blocks permits the consideration of experiments 
to be performed in stages. 
SYMBOLS 
B complete set of parameters or coefficients 
B( h 1 subgroup of B used at the hth stopping point of 
h denotes the stopping point of the experiment 
the set of standard order subscripts of the elements of Pi@ ~ ( h )  
number of factors or independent variables 
number of treatment combinations at the hth stopping point 
prior probability of a block effect not being zero 
prior probability that pi f 
probability the experiment terminates at exactly the b th 
stopping point 
total expected utility for a given strategy 
total expected utility of the hth stopping point for a given 
strategy 
i1(1~k) expected utility gained by assigning the estimator for 
P ~ @ R ( ~ )  to Bk 
riigeeti1d ~tility gained by assigning the estimator for pi@~(h) 
tu tke tlock effect that alias set is confounded with 
utility assigned to an unbiased estimate of pi at the hth 
stopping point of the experiment 
iadep?cdent variables (design) 
U 
X a * -  1 dlxr-my independent variables which are identically equal to one for all treatment combinations 
independent variables (physical) i = 1,2) . . . ) n 
a group operation 
1 random resgonse or dent variable 
J- observed value of 
i + y 3 f 3 B 7 u -  parameters of a model equation in the design variables 
;7,.[3 . .  parameters of a model equation in the physical variables 
L' 
LD- , @ 7 consta.nt terms of the model equation 
i i .L 
I . , . , , ,  estimatzs of the paxameters P1,. - -  
t f i d  my - - -  estimatls of the parameters PA>+'. 
I.;. B k coset obtained by multiplying all elements of ~ ( h )  by pi 
?. 
c racdosn error 
i i  a t so-~e7:el full factorial experiment with n independent variables 
' t , ,X,  . . . .  thzre are 2" possible distinct treatment combinations. If 
&Y - 
c l '  L ?C ,? tneu;rnent conbinations are performed, it is possible to estimate 
ti: ;? ; in %he rmdel equation of the form 
X X X  
+ @ABC.. A B c'" + 6 
where 6 i s  a  random var iab le  with mean zero and f i n i t e  variance 
It w i l l  be convenient a t  t h i s  point  t o  introduce an a l t e r n a t e  nota t ion  f o r  
equation (1). Let the  n  independent va r i ab les  be denoted as  X , * .  . 2C . 
Number the  2" Bts  i n  equation (1) from f3 t o  f3 and consi4er the  1 0 following equation s i m i l a r  t o  equation ( 1 ) .  2  -1 
Equation (1) and equation ( 2 )  a r e  both w r i t t e n  i n  what i s  c a l l e d  the  standard 
order .  If the  subsc r ip t s  of  the  f3's a r e  r e w r i t t e n  a s  n -d ig i t  binary 
numbers, it becomes q u i t e  obvious how t h e  terms and c o e f f i c i e n t s  of  equation 
( 2 )  a r e  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e i r  s tandard order  number. For example, l e t  n = 4 
and consider the  following equation where the  subsc r ip t s  on the  p ' s  a r e  
w r i t t e n  a s  binary numbers. 
X X X X  
+ '1101x4x3xl + P1110X4x3X2 + '1111 4 3 2  1 
I n  genera l  a  f3 whose subsc r ip t  i n  binary no ta t ion  has ones i n  the il, i2, ..., 
i loca t ions  from the  r i g h t  i s  the  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  the  X. X ... Xi k i n t e r a c t i o n .  1 1 2  i k 
n It i s  7 , i ; c ' ~ i  kiiown that the set of all 2 coefficients or parameters form 
3 gro.:g i~e~~oteci B under the appropriate operation denoted @ . In the 
.!j,l:sc t l -  ri~8tctio.n this operation is sisnply commutative multiplication 
(7' t!-r ;..,tt?rs ~ r i t h .  the ex~onents reduced modulo 2. In the binary type 
r,c:?;~tior1 1~ii.s operation may also be denoted @ and is defined as 
A r e g i ~ ~ a r  f actional replicate of the full factorial design does not allow 
separate estimation of all of the @Is. Certain linear combinations of 
them c a i  be estimated however, The aliased sets of parameters which can 
be e s z i ~ s t e d  depends upon the treatment combinations composing the fractional 
r?~lic3te, or equivalently upon the choice of the defining parameter group 
1 (cl . _ o s g .  # 
?oLms end Sidik (ref. 1) present a discussion of double (and multiple) 
"r,-Lescc~ing sequences of blocks. Telescoping allows an experimenter to 
,oc_v.l"ou.ril a ftietorial experiment in stages where the starting stage is a 
S Q - I L ~  r e g a l e r  fractional replicate and the final stage is some larger 
s . c ~ ~ ? i . r  b f a~tion, Each succeeciing stage adds treatment combinations to 
those already performed in earlier stages. In order to retain orthogonality 
a1,d outhog3nal blocking each stage must be a power of two times the size 
of tke c r e e ~ ? ~ i a g  stage and all the treatments run must themselves form a 
1- -7 1- 
-u5 i i l s - r .  fraction, This requirement implies that the d.p.g. defining the 
v. ;g~ld.r .  i"ra=,"con at any stage must be a subgroup of the d.p.g. of the 
P Y ~ T ~ ~ U ~  stag?. Since multiple telescoping allows several possible choices 
of simgrocgs from each preceding group and each such choice may correspond 
to a potential stopping point we will simply index the stopping points by 
1 snd ignore the relations among the groups. Thus the d.p.g.'s that 
i l c - C i i t e  L'i'actiouzal replicates at the stopping points are subgroups 
~ ( h )  
ol B The aliased sets of parameters at each stopping point are the 
, rite-3 C" @ 3(h) - 
1 
A t  t h i s  point  a  d i s t i nc t i on  between physical  and design var iables  w i l l  be 
made. The physicalva . r iables  i n  an experiment w i l l  be denoted a s  X l >  X 2: " - 9  
X . Each Xi i s  chosen t o  represent  one of the  physical  var iables  and is 
n 
fixed f o r  the remainder of the experiment. For example 
X. - temperature I 
X = time 2 
X = veloci ty  
n 
The design var iables  w i l l  be denoted a s  XA, XB, XC, ... and so fo r t h .  
These var iables  represent  abs t ract ions  and t ab  es  e x i s t  ( f o r  example, the  
EBS t ab l e s  ( r e f .  2)  o r  Addelman's t ab l e s  ( r e f .  3 ) )  which t abu la te  experimental 
designs i n  terms of these  design var iables .  When an experimenter consults  
one of these t ab les  and chooses a design, he must then determine a matching 
of the  design var iables  and the physical  var iables .  Ordinari ly the choice 
i s  a r b i t r a r y  because the  experimenter i s  not assumed t o  have any p r i o r  
information avai lable  which would ind ica te  one matching might be preferred 
t o  another. We consider the  problem of choosing a be s t  design under the 
following conditions of  p r i o r  knowledge: 
1. For each pi the experimenter can speci fy  pi = p{pi f 0) . 
2. For each pi and each h denoting a poss ible  stopping point  of 
the experiment the experimenter can specify the  value to  him of obtaining 
an unbiased estimate of  pi. This i s  denoted by ui(h).  
3.  For each h denoting a poss ible  stopping point  of  the  t e l e s c o p i ~ g  
experime t the  experimenter can specify psh = probabi l i ty  o f  stopping exactly m_ 
a t  the  h stopping point .  
Recall  t h a t  none of the @ ' s  may be separate ly  estimated from a f r ac t i ona l  
f a c t o r i a l  experiment unless some assumptions about c e r t a i n  o thers  of the  
p% a r e  introduced. Conditions one and two above provide assump~ions 
t h a t  w i l l  enable the  experimenter t o  ass ign the  est imator f o r  an a l i a s  
s e t  t o  a s ing le  parameter from the  a l i a s  s e t  and evaluate the Consequences 
of t h i s .  
It i s  a l so  evident t h a t  changing the  matching of design and physical  
var iables  w i l l  change t he  a l i a s  s e t s .  For i f  the  matching f o r  n = 4 i s  
then the alias set (b9 pB9 BDBA, @,) is mapped into {@OOOl, @0010, 
81011> @1900) = (B, B2, Pl1, B8) + But the matching 
The steeps o f  the design and performance of the experiment may now be 
represented as a finite discrete game between the experimenter and nature. 
1%e decision space E for the experimenter is composed of the choice of 
initial defining parameter group, choice of sequence(s) of subgroups that 
define the telescoping, choice of physical-design variable matching, and the 
choice o f  parameter-estimator matching. The decision space N for nature 
consists of the choice of which of the @Is will be nonzero and the choice 
of the stopping point of the experiment. 
A flow diagram is presented in fig. 1 which indicates the sequence of 
choices to be made by the experimenter and nature. 
It should be noted that the order of presentation shown in fig. 1 of the 
choices of nature and the experimenter are not necessarily in temporal 
order, The choice of dep.g. and physical-design variable matching are 
interchangeable but must be made before the actual execution of the 
exgeriment, Hatwets choice of the parameter values would normally be 
considered to be made prior to anything the experimenter does. However, it 
does no harm to conceive of nature being permitted to choose the parameter 
values after the experiment is performed, In fact, this concept is more 
convenient in describing the Bayes decision procedure for the experimenter, 
Once given the structure of a game or a decision problem and the utilities 
of the outcomes, the statistician must devise a rnethod for choosing among 
the possible alternatives (i.e., choose a strategy) so that a desirable 
ouTcome i s  finally attained. 
Tncre are two general principles by which strategies are ordered which are 
in current use, One is the Bayes principle and the other is the mini-max 
pr~nciple . 
The Bayes Solution 
The Bayes procedare assumes that nat-me is an indifferent participant in 
the game. Thus, the choices that nature makes are independent of the 
choices available to the experimenter but instead are made according to a 
specified probability distribution, Any information the experimenter may 
have concerning the strategy (i. e., the specified probability distribution) 
nature will follow is useful information that should be incorporated into 
the decision procedure. The strategy for the experimenter which maximizes 
the utility, given the assumed strategy for nature, is the Bayes strategy, 
Before considering how best to match physical and design variables Let us 
assume that some matching has been made. Then consider the problen of 
matching estimators and parameters at the hth stopping point. The d*p.g. 
is ~ ( h )  and the alias sets are all those distinct cosets of the form 
If the parameter Pko Pi @ ~ ( h )  and the estimator for that alias set is 
assigned to (3 then, assuming independence, the prior probability that k .I the estimator wlll be unbiased is 
Since ui(h) is the utility of' an unbiased estimate of P at the h th 
stopping point i 
( i )  = uk(h) (1 - pj) 
is the expected utility of the decision to assign the estimator for the 
alias set Pi @ ~ ( h )  to the parameter f3 . Thus the Bayes strategy is 
to assign the estimator to the parameter o$the alias set which maximizes 
this expected utility. A special case requires separate discu.ssion. 
Suppose that an alias set is confounded with some block effect, Assume 
that prior probabilities can be assigned to the event that each block 
effect will be nonzero and assume the utility of an unbiased estimate of' 
each block effect can be specified. Then this information can be incorporated 
into the decision procedure by computing the two expected utilities. 
- -= 1-1 "_~Ftry 32 an ~ d i a s e d  estimaxe o f  the  block e f f e c t  ahid 
C 
T T 1  , 
,L i J - t::e c:cp~z"~?d u t i l i t y  gained bgr assigning the  estimator f o r  
- @ ~ ( h )  t o  the bloc1 e f f ec t .  
s? 
- -  -- 
- I <  i - ~ ?  1:-, . c l: wculd ,:;.xgect = 0 ~ n d  hence u ( i , b )  = 0 thus rloL 
T?c;... ir;; L: 33; tr.e ccLcez1aI;ior~ i n  equation (103, 
-~?-i:a block s f f e c t s  it i s  a l so  important t o  note t h a t  depel-dicg 
IUZB parametas  a r e  defined, the  est imator f o r  the  d ,p .g .  
wf tk Ellccks . 
- "  
" >rdi LA, .-iab sete a r e  d i s j o i n t  and the  e s t i m t o r s  f o r  each a l i a s  s e t  a r e  
A_lM C r - 1  :32 2 8 ~ ~  otherJ  it follows t h a t  the  choice of parameter from one 
" " 
=. 3 t : r A t i q ~ d  not influence the  choice from another a l i a s  s e t .  Thus f o r  
4 ._, li . - _\ ,-=t a fis'r,cl?_ing of physical  and design variables,  the chosen defining 
- 3-d the chosen estimator-parameter matching, the  expected u - t i l i ty  
: 2
- 2 - a-cag? be denoted 
- 
- 2  ' - 2  , : . ~ a j ~ i o c  i s  over a l l  the d i s t i n c t  eosets a t  the hkh stage,  and 
- - ,  i > =  :kcice of" k within each coset which ~rsaximizes , . By 
rhz - 
c?iL .i -,-?: 0 L page 5 it i s  a l so  ass?u?zed t h a t  the  exptxiinenter can spzcify 
I ; ; sc ,n~-- i  bees of  stopping exactly a t  each of the  stopping points .  Thus, 
, "  - 
- ,- .. ,- -4,. -:I? t o t a l  expzcted u t i l i t y  aver a l l  the  stages g i ~ r e r ,  thc  choice 
9- r,, 2 1.: CJ _ i n s  pa.rameter groups and physical-design va.riable ~m.tching, 
rl - rk _,,- = Tf j -a ra l  ;3,?y-es procedure i s  then t o  compute U f o r  a l l  possibLe d i s t i n c t  
L:-.L~ 39; 32 ~ . ~ ~ g . r s  and physical-design var iable  match.ings and use any 
, - "  2 " 1  
,. A *  - ,\ + - 1 gl-ies t l ~ e  n~axiauni U. 
Mini-Max Solution 
"c L)L-.: I c; r , i  li-aax s t ra tegy,  the  s t a t i s t i c i a n  assumes nature t o  be all 
. - 
.,- ,T _ ,- - 1. i lli,,yer wko :$ill choose a l t e rna t i ve s  avai lable  which w i l l  mjnimize 
" L, r,.zkl-n u t i l l t y  the  s t a t i s t i c i a n  may gain.  Thus the  experimenter i s  the 
lC,  ].IT-- z ,tl; -3I.ayer ecd nature i s  the minimizing player .  
A strategy for nature involves two component choices: the choice of which 
parameters will be nonzero and the choice of the path and stopping point 
of the telescoping. One choice available to nature which the experimenter 
has no influence upon is the choice of nonzero parameters. In Pact, it is 
possible that nature may choose to let every parameter be nonzero. In this 
instance it will not be possible to obtain unbiased estimates for any 
parameter until the full replicate is run. If the utility function is 
restricted to be zero when the estimator is biased, then there is zero 
utility except for the full replicate. Thus, the only possible way for the 
experimenter to obtain a gain is to design for the full replicate. However, 
nature also may choose the stopping stage and so to minimize the experimenter's 
utility, any stage other than the full replicate may be chosen giving a 
utility of zero. Thus, any strategy at all that the experimenter uses will 
be a mini-max strategy. 
Two less aggressive strategies for nature are conceivable. The first assumes 
that nature will still choose to have every parameter nonzero but will stop 
the experiment at one of the stages according to prior probabilities knom 
by the experimenter. Then the only reasonable approach for the experimenter 
is to choose a design which maximizes the utility of the full factorial, 
Clearly this only involves minimizing losses due to block confounding. 
The second of these less aggressive strategies allows that nature will choose 
the parameters to be nonzero according to probabilities known to the experi- 
menter but will choose the stopping stage so as to minimize the experimentervs 
maximum utility. To find the mini-max strategy, the tree form of the game 
can be reduced to the form of a rectangular game and the technique of linear 
programming applied to determine the optimal strategies. Considering the 
size of the tree in many problems it does not seem likely that this approach 
would be computationally feasible. 
Assignment of Utility Functions 
The utility function is a function defined upon the space of all possible 
outcomes of a decision problem. This function describes the absolute 
or relative value to the decision maker of each of these outcomes. Methods 
of specifying the utility function based upon the axioms of utility theory 
are given in Raiffa (ref. 4) and DeGroot (ref. 5). These methods involve 
choices of lotteries and would be extremely impractical and cunibersome 
for most problems. Instead, the following five utility functions are 
offered as being both practical and somewhat representative of the decision 
makers preferences in the appropriate instances. 
* 
1. ui(h) = unbiased 
This is a utility function which simplifies the expected utility to be the 
probability of getting an unbiased estimate of the parameter. This might 
be a useful utility function in the more basic scientific exploration 
where relative evaluations of the importance of specific parameters are not 
possible. 
2 ,  u .  (h) = if unbiased 
2. if unbiased 
This simple utility function can be thought of as representing the prior 
probability that an estimator will be unbiasedly estimating a nonzero 
quantity. Such a utility function might be used in response surface or 
optinnilin seeking experiments. This is true because a zero parameter con- 
tributes nothing toward being able to change the response by changing the 
levels of the independent variables. 
3 u.(h)= if unbiased 
1- 0 if biased 
wher e !h"== the number of treatment combinations at the hth stopping point. This iltx-~il~y function could be useful in the situation where the experi- 
mental error is large and the cost of many observations is not much more 
chan The cost of a few observations. m e  rationale for this is that the 
variance of an estimator is proportional to the inverse of the number of 
observatiorls. Thus, one way to weight the value of an unbiased estimate 
is to weight proportionately to the inverse of the standard deviation, 
that is, to 
if unbiased 
i .f biased 
In the opposite situation to (3) ,  suppose the experimental error is negligible 
but the cost of each observation is large sa that the cost of the stage is 
a first degree function of the number of treatments. Then this utility 
funetilon would weight the estimators more heavily at the early stages of the 




This is an elementary combination of functions (3) and (4) and is intended 
for situations where both the costs of the observations are large and the 
- 
experimental error is large. 
Furthermore, a utility function might consist of a combination of (1) or 
( 2 )  along with one of (3)) (4)) or ( 5 ) .  
CONCLUDING RENARKS 
The two-level fractional factorial designs represent a class of designs of 
experiments yielding a large number of estimates of first-degree effects 
and interactions for a small amount of experimentation. The main disadvan- 
tage of this class of designs is that the estimates are always estimates 
of aliased combinations of parameters. To make conclusions about single 
parameters it is necessary to have some information about the parameters 
from a source other than the experiment. If such information is available 
before the experiment is performed, it may be incorporated into the design 
of the experiment. 
There are many situations in practice in which an experimenter may have 
varying amounts of information concerning the variables he wishes to 
investigate. This paper has developed some optimal design procedures when 
the prior information is: 
1. For each parameter the experimenter states his prior probability 
that it is not zero, and 
2 .  For each parameter the experimenter states what it is worth to 
him to obtain an unbiased estimate of it. 
The information and decisions were formulated as a finite decision problem 
and Bayes and mini-max procedures were developed. 
The main components of the problem were (1) the choice of estimnator- 
parameter matching, (2) choice of physical-design variable matching, and 
(3) evaluations of all possible defining parameter groups and sequences of 
subgroups. 
Modified Bayes and mini-max procedures which are computationally feasible 
were developed and some potential utility functions were presented. 
The procedures presented here (described more fully in ref. 6) should prove 
to be of considerable value in application since the information required 
is of a nature that is easily specified and the computations required 
although tedious are amenable to being programmed for a digital computer. 
In fact, a computer program called NAMlER (ref. 7) has been written and 
documented which determines the Bayes physical-design variable matching 
and the Bayes parameter-estimator matchings for a specified choice of 
d.p.g.'s at each stopping point of the experiment. Anyone wishing more 
information may write the authors at nASA Lewis Research Center, 21000 
Brookpark Road, Cleveland, Ohio 4413 5. 
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Figure 1. - Flow chart representing the sequence of choices made by the experimenter and na!ure, 
E - CHOOSE 
I NIT1 AL d. p. g. 
I E - DENOTES A CHOICE MADE BY THE EXPERIMENTER 
E - CHOOSE 
P HYSICAL-DESIGN 
VARIABLE MATCHING 
N - DENOTES A CHOICE MADE 
BY NATURE 
I 
